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Chairperson’s 
overview

I am pleased to report that whilst 2014 was a challenging year 
�������	
� ��� ��������������� ���������� ��������� ��������
replacement for the Director position, we ended the year with 
much relief at the appointment of Marlene Whitehead. Ms 
��������������������������������������������������������
�
and is well known within the South African NGO community. 
��� ����� ��� ����� ��� 	������� ��� ������ !�� ��������"��
leadership the work that SCAT has undertaken over the past 
three decades can only grow from strength to strength. 

#���������������	������
�$���������%�����%���������������
�
to express our gratitude and thanks to Seth Tladi, our 
&���������� !������
� ���� ������� ���� ��� �������
and served us sterlingly as an interim Director during the 
intervening period. 

#��� ������� ��� �� ����� ������� ���� ������� ����������� ������
����������� ��������� �� ��� �� �������� ������ ��� ��������
our interventions, and makes us a highly relevant and critical 
������� ��� ����� ������"�� ������� ���� ��������� �����������
context post 1994. 

We are proud of what the organisation has achieved, and 
hopeful of what it can continue to achieve with adequate 
support from our donors and in-kind supporters. 

During the year under review, tremendous strides were made 
���������������������������������������������������������
2013 agreed strategic direction. I am pleased to report that 
in spite of the internal challenges of struggling to secure a 
replacement to take over the leadership of the organisation 
much progress was made. Social justice issues as articulated 
���'�����(�������������������)'(��*��������������������"��
strategic review session continue to plague rural communities 
����������������������������������������������������������
��������+� ��� �������
� ����� ��������� ��� ���� ���/����
���������� ������
� ������� ���� �5������� ���������� ����
����������
� ���� ���������� �������������� ���� ���� '(���
����� ������� ���� ��� ���������+� 	��� ���� ������� ��� ��� ��
continue to strengthen these relationships, so that our stated 
mission of working towards improving the quality of life in rural 
communities is adequately served. 

The decline in funding sources for NGOs in the last decade 
����������������������������������������������
������������
�������6������+�	���������������������5���������������������
help to create an impetus for NGOs working in the rural 
development sectors to look for creative ways of resource 
����������������������������+�����������������������������
��������������������������������������������������
������������
�����������������������������������������������+�

#��� ���%�� ��� �� ���� �������� ���� �������%���� ��5��
�������� ���� ����� ��� ���%����� ��� ���� ���������+� ���
������ ����� ��� ��� ����� �� ������ ������������� �����������
��� ���������� ��������������������������������������������
over the years with our funded partner organisations. The 
��������������'(�������������������������������������
�����������	"���������+

Thanks to my fellow Trustees for dedicating their free time and 
energy to ensure that the legacy of SCAT lives on.

Nomfundo Walaza

��� ��7���� ��� ��� ���� ����� ������
with great pride, and look forward 
�� �� ������ ������� ���� ��������
������������+�	��� ���������	�������
were well ahead of their time when 
they conceptualised the need to start 
an organisation dedicated to serving 
marginalised rural communities. 
	�������������������������������
the work we do remains as relevant 
as the moment when Barry Streak, 
Di Oliver and Gordon Young sat 
���� ��� ����� ����� ������� ��� ���
88�����:��������8;<=+�

On behalf of SCAT Trustees
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Ode to SCAT
Poem to appreciate SCAT 

on their 30th Birthday
Hurray!!! Hip!!! Hip!!! Is it true!!! 
30 years in rural development

Years of storms and rocky roads
�������	�
����������������

�������	���

�����������������
�������	������
����������
�������������
�������	���������������������������
������

�������	��������������������������
��

���������	�
�������������������������������
May the years ahead bear fruits of peace and joy

�������	���������������	������
������	��������������������
Have many many more years

����������������������
������������

Yours in Nation Building
The Dordrecht Team

Vision:
A South Africa 
with vibrant 

rural communities

Mission:
To partner with rural 

�����������"������������
in order to improve life 
in these communities
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Donors 

Donor Congratulations 

SCAT has demonstrated a strong and enduring commitment 
to marginalised communities. Operating in several 

key provinces, SCAT’s work with LDAs has often been 
groundbreaking. In this regard, SCAT’s approach to capacity 

building, which empowered LDAs to attract funding from 
other donors, forms an important part of organisational 
development knowledge in SA. In addition, SCAT’s scheme 

to encourage local fundraising, challenges other grant 
makers to support and build on local initiative as part 

of good donor practice. With too little donor funds 
reaching the grassroots level, organisations like SCAT 

remain important players within the donor landscape.

Frank Meintjies 
Director, Hivos SA

It is indeed encouraging to see how 
SCAT has managed over the years to 

adjust its working strategies and remain 
relevant in a changing environment and 
new needs. Your 30 year anniversary is 
certainly a worthy occasion to celebrate 

���������	
����
�����
�������
�����
future achievements and challenges.

�������	
�����������������������
 for Southern Africa

SCAT Funding Partner for 20 years

And other anonymous donors
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Awards and Leadership 
in the last 11 years...

 � Winner - SCAT was one of fourteen recipients of 
a Silver Award (R20 000) from The Impumelelo 
Social Innovations Centre in both 2007 & 2008 for 
the HIV/AIDS Activator Programme. The award is 
used to share a project’s success story with others 
to encourage the adaptation of their innovation in 
other contexts around South Africa 

 � Winner - Masibambane awarded SCAT with the 
Ubuntu Gala Award in 2007 for the Community 
Project created by SCAT

 � Leader - SCAT was appointed by the Umsobomvu 
Youth Fund as a delivery partner to develop 
capacity in rural areas for Local Economic 
Development projects involving youth

 � Leader - SCAT is the implementing partner in the 
Eastern Cape for the Nyandeni Food Security and 
Nutrition Programme on behalf of the WK Kellogg 
Foundation 

 � Finalist���������	
���	����������������������������
�����	��	����	�������������	������!�"�������!�
by Mail & Guardian. Being awarded a finalist 
position means SCAT is one of the top three in the 
�	��	����	�������������	�������	�#

 � Finalist���������$��������������������	������������
Prize for Sustainability through Rio Tinto. SCAT 
was one of six runners-up out of 5000 applicants 
from 79 countries for the prestigious Alcan 
International Sustainability Award. SCAT was one 
of six organisations that were awarded a grant by 
Rio Tinto for the work done to empower the rural 
poor, strengthen civil society while promoting 
social change. SCAT was also awarded an Alcan-
sponsored place for 2005 on the Post Graduate 
����������������	�������	��"���������"���	���%%�'�
SCAT was awarded an international bursary and 
invited to attend the World Economic Forum in 
Davos, Switzerland

 � Winner - Mail & Guardian Investing in the Future 
Awards 2004 

 � Winner - The Ashoka Citizen-Based Initiative 
Award in 2002 for creative community resource 
mobilisation strategy for civil society

 � First Runner-Up - Katlego Award for financial 
sustainability in 2001

 � W i n n e r  -  2 0 0 0  M a i l  & 
Guardian’s ‘Investing in the 
Future Awards’ for SCAT’s 
Fundraising Incentive Scheme 
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SCAT Acting Director’s Overview 
The activities of 2014 occurred within the period of our country’s celebration of 20 years 
of freedom, the 5th National elections since 1994 and SCAT’s 30th year anniversary. 

This is in the backdrop of having lost an icon of our 
liberation and struggle for freedom, the late President 
Nelson Mandela. We will forever celebrate his legacy and 
the example of the true meaning of “Ubuntu” which he 
left us with. Much as the last 20 years has brought change 
in our country, there are still major challenges that we 
still need to deal with as a nation. Of major concern are 
the continued service delivery protests, which in most 
instances have become more and more violent, resulting 
in the destruction of property and the loss of life; as well 
as the increase in the levels of women and child abuse in 
our communities, where in many of the reported cases, it 
is those entrusted with the lives of these victims that carry 
out these horrendous acts; of further concern, is the rate 
of unemployment, especially amongst the youth which 
has reached very alarming proportions in the last 5 years. 

At the same time however, SCAT would like to commend 
the work done by our partner organisations in their 
attempt to address the above issues and some of the 
social ills besetting our communities. To cite but a few 
examples, the work done with orphaned and vulnerable 
children by the Cederburg Matsikama Advice office in 
the Western Cape; the fact that the Herschel Advice 
	*������+����!�!��������������!��"����!��	%%+����������
the Eastern Cape to regain their rightful land, and how 
the Entlango Cooperative which created 31 jobs, with 
12 of these jobs being permanent in their communal 
garden project, near East London. These and many other 
success stories are a demonstration of how poor rural 
communities are doing their best to make a better life for 
themselves. It is this resilience which is the main reason 
why SCAT will continue to work in partnership with rural 
community based organisations to improve the quality 
of life in these communities. These organisations also 
act as SCAT’s entry point into their communities and 
play a critical role as change agents, especially those 
focusing on human rights, HIV and AIDS, local economic 
development, and the empowerment of women and 
other marginalised groupings. 

��������	�
������������

My main focus therefore as Acting Director was to 
maintain strong relations between SCAT and its 
partner organisations, improve the financial efficacy 
of the organisation and to ensure that SCAT delivers 
on its mission towards increasing access to justice for 
poor and marginalised rural communities. This came 
at a time when SCAT was faced with a R1.3m budget 
deficit and the need to find a suitable candidate for 
the vacant Director position. The Board of Trustees in 
exercising their fiduciary duty had set management 
and staff a budgeted deficit amount not exceeding 
the projected interest and dividends income for the 
year. This was quite a daunting task for staff and 
management considering the prevailing NGO funding 
situation in the country. I am happy to report that we 
managed to reduce the deficit to be in line with the 
Board of Trustees approved limit. Thanks to the hard 
work by the Finance team who ensured that we stay 
within budget and where possible reduce costs without 
compromising our work and set targets. I must also 
commend the Field team who became very innovative 
in the planning, budgeting and implementation of the 
various programmes during the year. 

PARTNERSHIPS ARE KEY 
TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

IDENTIFY

LINK
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CIVIL
SOCIETY GOVERNMENT

BUSINESS
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Partnerships and networks

Partnerships and networks play a meaningful role in 
this sector. SCAT is of the belief that through these 
partnerships, civil society organisations will be able 
to access local resources within government and 
the private sector. It is with this in mind that SCAT 
continued to play a strategic role in the various 
networks and partnerships that it is involved with.

In 2014 SCAT participated in the Southern African 
Community Grant-makers Leadership Forum (SACGLF) 
peer learning workshop and annual general meeting. 
The forum is made up of senior staff of the various 
community grant makers in Southern Africa. The 
focus of the peer learning workshop was to share 
best practice in the grant-making sector and to make 
preparation for a presentation by the forum at the 
annual African Grant-makers Network (AGN) assembly 
in Tanzania in 2015. 

SCAT continued to play an active role as founder 
member of the Fundraising Practice Alliance (FPA) study 
of the funding trends in the NGO sector, with the aim 
of understanding the philanthropic landscape in our 
�	+���#'��������!����	��������+!#������+�������	����
+���
to SCAT’s understanding of the sector and inform our 
fundraising strategy going forward. SCAT was invited by 
CS Mott Foundation to take part in a focus group aimed 
at informing their strategy for supporting NGOs working 
��������!6����	*���������	�'�

Compliance and legislative matters

Government has set in place certain requirements 
for business and civil society organisations to access 
government support and services. One of these 
requirements is for organisations to become Broad 
Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) 
compliant. In 2014 SCAT embarked on a process to be 
BBBEE compliant. The process is still underway and 
will be completed in 2015. One of the major highlights 
though, is the revision and registration of the SCAT 
Trust Deed document with the Master of the High 
Court. This is to ensure that SCAT’s legal documents 
are in compliance with existing legislation governing 
companies and civil society organisations. From a 
human resource point of view we had to do a holistic 
review of our Human Resource policies with a view of 
aligning them with existing Labour laws resulting in a 
more comprehensive Human Resource handbook.

NGO funding climate 

There has been a steady decline in funding to 
NGOs, specifically those viewed by major funders 
as intermediary grant makers. As a result, in 2014, 
����:����	�%�<	��+�!�����!	"��!���!�=�������+�!����
strategy that impacted impacted on SCAT’s funding and 
support to their partner organisations. For the past 3 
years, namely 2012 to 2014, SCAT has experienced a 
30% decline in donor funding as shown in the table 

��	�'����������!�%�!����������������#�!�*���+���	�������
to make adequate funding and support available to its 
funded partner organisations.

The NGO fundraising 
climate continues to 
be a cause for concern 
in this sector”

Funder

Funds

2012

2013

2014

R10.3m

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

R9.9m

R7.2m

Donor funding trend: 2012-2014

www.fpa.org.za

FUNDING PRACTICE ALLIANCE
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2014 Highlights 

Despite all the challenges, in 2014 SCAT managed to 
provide grant funding and capacity building support to 
35 community based organisations (CBOs) in 4 of the 
9 provinces. 

This has ensured that 35 CBOs have access to 
paralegal services, information and advice on 
government services and programmes, and a speedy 
resolution of their issues. In addition through SCAT’s 
support, rural communities are capacitated to 
monitor government service delivery, have access 
to justice and the promotion of their constitutional 
������'��	%%+���#�
���!��!6����	*��������������!��@�
on average, 100 cases per month. These cases range 
�	%�!	%������6�	������	*���������!���	���6������J���
cases each per month ranging from domestic violence, 
access to social grants, labour issues especially in 
farming communities, evictions, assistance with 
documentation, i.e. birth registrations, ID books, 
etc. and recently migrants and refugees. In short 
SCAT has continued to make a contribution towards 
strengthening civil society organisations in rural 
communities to provide the necessary services and 
assistance to these poor communities with the belief 
that a strong civil society will result in a healthy and 
mature democracy. 

�	��� ���		��

SCAT regrets the departure of a valuable member of 
���=�@�Q�'�X����Z���!���[����+�\��'�X�����	����
+��!�
immensely into the work of the Field team and did 
commendable work in supporting SCAT’s partner 
organisations in the Western Cape. 2014 was also 
a sad year as Mr. Gerald Hartnick passed away after 
a long illness, he will forever be remembered for his 
contribution and role in the Northern Cape.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Board 
of Trustees for entrusting me with the responsibility of 
leading the organisation at an operational level during 
this critical time of its existence. It has been quite an 
enriching experience which I cherish. 

My appreciation goes out to the team that supported 
me and allowed me to lead them in 2014. Their 
contribution and commitment to the vision and 
mission of the organisation is commendable. 

SCAT, as always, is very 
grateful to all our funders 
who demonstrated their 
	�������	�����������������
��
to deliver on its mission 
and objectives. Without 
you none of the work we 
do would be possible.

WHAT ARE CORE GRANTS?

���#������%���������������	����
+��	������������
transferred to an LDA on a monthly or quarterly 
basis, based on their budget and objectives. Most 
importantly, they enable organisations to pay rent, 
telephone bills and even salaries or stipends.
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Incoming Director’s Opening Message 
At times it is right and proper that we remind ourselves how this organisation came 
into existence and the stories in this 30th Anniversary publication do just that. 

The inspiration behind the creation of SCAT in 1984 
was a trio of founders whose perceptive insights and 
ability to do what is right at the right time attests to 
their quality as visionary leaders. The fact that 2014 
commemorates three decades of service to poor 
rural communities is a remarkable achievement and 
testimony to SCAT’s tenacity and resilience. 

At a time when the vision of a new democracy 
appeared still fragile, we needed strong voices to 
hold the government accountable and to ensure 
progress in development issues such as poverty, 
justice, unemployment, education and healthcare. 
During those years the greater agenda for developed 
countries was to improve participation and support 
for South Africans to take ownership of their reform 
agendas. While the Norwegian Church was the initial 
funder, SCAT, with a number of partner organisations 
played a central role in bringing resources to the 
marginalised in rural places of severe deprivation. 

Thirty years on, SCAT still strives to maintain and 
sustain the legacy of its founders and former leaders 
– the promotion of the common good, respect for the 
dignity of the other, and the deepening of democracy 
through diligent observance of the checks and 
balances embedded in the Constitution. We all have a 
role to play in facilitating a generation without poverty 
��!���<+�����'�]#��� �̂�������	��	+��"���@�����������%��#�
reassuring pockets of success and we have been re-
enthused to work even harder. Also encouraging is 
that SCAT’s tried and tested methodologies provide 
�	���+��6��"�		������	+������������������=�����6����!�
efficient. We reach deep into every community we 
work in. Powerful synergies emerge from effective 
strategic partnerships in civil society. SCAT has 
extensive networks and we acknowledge our own 
responsibility in the rural development arena. We 
are deeply committed to exercising our influence 
in the development and sustainability of these 
communities. With continued support from our 
partner organisations, SCAT has a great chance of not 
just surviving another thirty years but strengthening 
and improving communities for future generations. 

Marlene Whitehead 

SCAT reaches deep into every 
community it works with.

WHAT IS THE DEVELOPMENT
FUND FOR TRAINING?

In order to uplift a rural community, 
SCAT is able to assist LDA’s with:

 � Paralegal knowledge

 � Obtaining a driver’s license

 � Developing facilitation skills

 � Gender workshops

 � Local government roles and responsibilities

 � Small business development
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Trustees 
 

The History of SCAT 
The Privilege of being a Scattie! 

In 1984 Barry Streek rang the front door bell of my home 
exactly at the time of his requested appointment. True to 
the Barry I came to know through SCAT, he convincingly 
invited me to accept his and Gordon Young’s idea to 
involve me as a trustee of a proposed Norwegian-funded 
South African Trust. Both Barry and Gordon had been 
activists in NUSAS (National Union of South African 
Students) and felt that having the sitting PFP Member 
of the Provincial Council for the Cape Town/Gardens 
constituency who had a track record of Black Sash advice 
	*������	�{��	����
+��!�|���"����
����#}��	�����"�	�����	�
trustees! Barry’s charm was irresistible, but I had no idea 
of what treasure was in store for me! 

We met initially around Barry’s round table in his 
quaint Gardens home that also housed “S.A. Press 
Clips”, upstairs. On the other side of the round table 
where SCAT met was a kitchen leading into a yard 
where there was an open shower. Everyone knew the 
shower was there because one could hear Barry still 
showering when we arrived for meetings. He then 
came past with wet hair and dripping upper body 
with a towel around his waist to greet us on his way 
to getting dressed. Early morning meetings were not 
the best time for a journalist who worked into the wee 
hours, but they enabled Barry to squeeze his voluntary 
work into the start of his working day. Into the ever-

tightening squeeze for space at the round table was 
Barry’s huge canine friend, Benson – a Boerbul, I think 
- that badly needed a morning walk to enable a polite, 
if clumsy presence, rather than being unable to avoid 
polluting the air of SCAT deliberations! 

The founding meeting of the Social Change Assistance 
Committee (SCAC as it was initially known) took place 
at the more spacious Norwegian consulate where 
candles were lit for our celebratory lunch after signing 
the Trust Deed carefully prepared by Barry’s trusted 
attorney and friend, Norman Osburn. Our host was 
Norwegian Consul-General, Bjarne Lindstrom who, 
together with Trond Bakkevig, Secretary-General of 
Norwegian Church Aid from 1984 till 1993 provided 
wonderful support for the development of the Social 
Change Assistance Trust over many years.

SCAT’s formula soon found us two parallel roles – 
those of fundraiser and grant-maker. Our funding 
partners wanted to support anti-apartheid work while 
our grant-recipients became our partner organisations 
through demonstrating what they were capable of if 
they were trusted, guided and encouraged to exercise 
their agency in the quest for dignity, equality, freedom 
and development.

Pete Smith

Deena Bosch

Sue Anderson

Nomfundo Walaza 
(Chairperson)

Khoboso Nthunya Priscilla Sigila

Mazwi Tisani Valerie Jonathan
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We grew the Trust to include a small, diverse group of 
��+�����@��%"�	#�!����=�	���������+������	+"����!����
South Africans on the ground, we were entrusted by 
our back funders with deciding how the funds should 
be spent. We built a model of financial management, 
held regular strategic sessions inclusive of the entire 
���=���!�����������		!�!�����	%���	�����	����+�!�!'�
Most of the funds went into meeting the core costs of 
community-based advice offices whose work enabled 
some remarkable initiatives and the emergence of some 
6��#��������!���@�!��"��������+������������+�6�����������!�
harassment of the security police. Through mentoring 
and training programmes for recipients of our funding, 
we introduced the notions of democratic organisation, 
accountability to communities, financial stewardship 
and, in many instances, the previously unheard of need 
for annual audited accounts! 

The SA Press-clips staff became the first SCAT 
fieldworkers; who were women and men of great 
commitment and fortitude. Particularly after SCAT 
took the decision to fund work only in rural South 
Africa, the greatest demand for achieving the aims 
of the organisation were on the shoulders of our 
fieldworkers. Apart from needing advanced driving 
skills, they needed to hone their range of required 
skills in facilitation, discernment, monitoring, 
evaluating, understanding the environment, enabling, 
encouraging and supporting the efforts of some of 
the deepest rural initiatives and the development of 
individual participants in those organisations which 
were far away from the resources so often taken for 
granted by those in the cities. 

With the hindsight of being a trustee for 25 years, there 
is no doubt in my mind that being part of SCAT moulded 
me and my understanding as a social worker. Working 
intensively as a trustee with Barry, Gordon, Mazwi, 
Mzwayi and Mpho in the early days, and with Deena a  
bit later, was a tremendous privilege. Being surrounded 
by the love and support of the SCAT family, including our  

 
 
Norwegian friends, in my personal bereavement in 1985 
was uplifting, touching and deeply encouraging. Helping 
to draw in the expertise of dear colleagues Annemarie 
Hendrikz, Nomfundo Walaza, Nyameka Goniwe and 
Joanne Harding was a joy. Working alongside all our 
��������=@���	���������!�����"@���������������!�6���	�@����
����	*�����!���	�������������!@����
��!������"���	����
experiences of mutual sharing, and exposure to new 
knowledge and understanding.

I am indebted to my friend, Pete Smith, for accepting 
trusteeship of SCAT when I stood down as a member 
of the Board and for his continued commitment and 
dedication to the organisation. The greatest privilege 
of all is to feel that one is a small part of what our 
rural partner organisations have achieved for their 
communities and in their personal development, 
despite what often seemed like insurmountable odds.

I owe a deep sense of gratitude to Barry and Gordon 
for their faith in me to help them achieve their vision 
of a more equitable, just and fair dispensation within 
our country.

Enkosi kakhulu.
Di Oliver

SCAT’s 20th Birthday

Di Oliver

Barry and Madiba
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Founder memory: 
Letter from Founder Barry Streek’s sister. 

Barry had many interests, you are aware of his 
political and philanthropic works, his passion for 
Africa, his love of a gathering, with copious bottles 
of wine, his garden, his “petite frame”, loud T-shirts and 
colourful waistcoats, his wonderful collection of South African Antique 

maps, his huge collection of books, his soft generous soul, his compassion, his 

exuberance, and his love of his family. Barry and I grew up quite separately in 

	+�������#�����!+���	�	+�����		��:�!�=����������%���%��@���!��������������!�!�

!�=�������+��6��������'�]���#:��"����	�����!��6���	����"�����+�!��"��6�����!�����

%	���!��������#��� �̂+����!�
#�	+��"������@�����{���!������������{'��+��"�������

were extremely liberal in thought and action, to their cost, like Barry. Clearly their 

�� �̂+������=�����!�%����������!��	�����[	�{��

A vivid memory of Barry is a visit I made to him in Oranjezicht from Australia. 

�������!�*���+����	������	������	���!		��
���+���	�����|���!�%����}������+���!	��

Benson had laid! Barry was half dressed, smoking then, full of cheer and noise. 

Another was out at Kleinmond at his beach house. Sitting in the sun, a belly full 

of wine, Barry stretched and with a most contented look, purred “another glorious 

day in Africa”. Barry was fed up I migrated to Australia. He told me it was my duty 

to give back to South Africa.

����!�
+���"��������%��	��%�������]���#�����%#���%���������%�������������������

!����	��!����������
������+%	+�'��� �̂����	�
���������%�
�	���%#�"��������	+�!�

arrive from Canada. He was amazingly brave and quite naïve in dealing with his 

health challenges. We had a happy weekend, just the two of us, out at Kleinmond. 

Barry was one of a kind, and he is very much missed. 

All the best for the 30th Anniversary celebrations, 
what an incredible innings!

Jocelyn Angove 
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�����������!�	+����������������!�	�{������!�����!%��������	�'����=�������!�	��"�����+""	�����!���!��	�����
%�����'�]	��!�%�%
�������!��6��#����������"	����+
%����!����]	��!�%���������������������=�������!�!'�

During the late nineties a director, Mho Ndebele was appointed and led the team. The hands-on involvement 
	���+�������	����+�!���!������""�������!�
#����=�'�]	��!�%�%
�������������6��#��	����	+��	�����

!�6��	"%�������������	+���#���!������!������������!�{�	���!�����������=�'����������	����+������%"��'�����
inevitable dwindling funding sources for development work was expected as early as the late 1990s. The age 
	�!�"��������	��	%%+��������	�<	����=�	������������%	��#�	��������	���!�6��	"%������!�	������	%%+���#�

projects were harnessed and FRIS was developed and introduced to LDAs in the early 2000s. It worked! 

Trustees 30 Year Reflections 
Three words to describe the culture of SCAT:

Relevant!   Progressive!   Camaraderie!
�������	
���������������"�#��
������

�
���������������������	+�������!�"�	6�!�����	���������	����!�6��	"%�����+""	����	��	%%+���#�	���������	��@�
����������"��������!����	+���
���%�����������������"��	����������+���!����+�����!�"��!���������������+!����

from funded organisations and these were always submitted along with reports and plans for the period ahead. 
Ensuring community ownership and democratic control of the funded organisations was another achievement. 

��������������{�	�����!�������+�!������!��+""	����""�������!�
#������!6�����*�����%	6�%����	�������%�'�

Developments, events and new understandings that have most 
��"��	��
��	��
�������	�
�$��
��������"����������������	��	��

With the advent of a democratic government and the introduction of bilateral funding agreements 
between the new government and many of the foreign governments that supported the anti-
apartheid movement, SCAT decided to change its focus to rural communities of the Eastern, 

Northern and Western Cape provinces. These communities were still in greater need than the 
+�
����	%%+������'���������	��	6���%�������6���������������%	���!�*���+�������+���������'

�����	�������	
��	��	����������	���������	�����
%	���������	
����

The fact that human rights infringements, gender inequity, HIV & AIDS are still social issues faced 
by many South Africans. CBOs are needed more than ever. Many development programmes rely 
for its success on the active involvement of democratically run Local Development Agencies. And 

������	���������	����������+��������	����!������������+""	����	����#�� �̂	�����!������������+������
���
development activities, such as community based monitoring of service delivery by the state and 

those acting on its behalf. Active citizenship of people in poor communities is essential for the 
building of our democracy. SCAT’s work with LDAs is relevant and of utmost importance.

&��
����
��'����
��	���
����
�������

]�����"����	�����
	��!�����	����
+����	�%�{������!�=�������@����%�"����	������
	+������+"���%����
of the previously disadvantaged. We believe in the work SCAT does.
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Team perspective 
My experience at SCAT 

This year SCAT celebrates 30 years of unwavering commitment to its goal of facilitating change in 
�+�����	%%+������'�Q#��	������
		{{��"�������	����+������������������������!����������6�����+���%�����
are met. This requires that all policies and systems are implemented and adhered to. Over the 
years we have experienced quite a few changes some more drastic than others, both internal and 
��������'�����������������6��%�!��+��%	������������@�!�6��	"����%	����=�����6����#��	�������������
growth within communities both rural and urban. We learn as we teach. 

Congratulations to all those who have contributed towards SCAT’s vision of a ’South Africa 
with vibrant rural communities’. 

Isabel Mackrill

Team

Congratulations to all 
those who have contributed 
towards SCAT’s vision of 
a South Africa with vibrant 
rural communities.    

Erna van der Westhuizen
Field Worker

Isabel Mackrill
Bookkeeper

Nolitha Vanda
Field Worker

Vuyo Msizi
Regional Field Worker

Eastern Cape

Colleen Alexander Julies
Field Worker

Hishaam Nordien
����	�����������*�����

Pixie Keteyi
Field Worker

Seth S. Tladi
Programmes Manager
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Musings of a FIELD WORKER 
Why I do what I do… 

The development and advancement of individuals, 
organisations and communities have always been 
driving forces in my personal life and career. I believe if 
you invest in individuals you invest in communities and 
the development of our country as a whole.

I started working at SCAT in July 2004, 11 years 
ago. I was drawn to SCAT because of its exemplary 
��"+����	�������������!�	��+%���������'

After having left SCAT at the beginning of 2012 to 
pursue a legal career, I have chosen to return to this 

organisation when the opportunity arose as I could 
no longer ignore the void I experienced when I left the 
sector.

What I love most about my job, is seeing people and 
organisations grow and SCAT’s rights based approach 
to development strongly resonates with me. Through 
my experience at SCAT I have come to recognise that it 
is important to support community based institutions, 
especially rural ones as it has a major role to play in 
effecting and realising the improvement of socio-
economic conditions in our country. 

Highlights for me are witnessing organisation such 
as Cederberg Matzikama Aids Initiative (CMAN) and 
Sandveld Local Development Agency (SALDA) move 
from having only one funder (SCAT) to now having 
multiple funding partners. CMAN is currently busy 

+��!����������	���	*������������������"����%�!��"	���
���
by SCAT’s Fundraising Incentive Scheme (FRIS).

Fifteen Para-legal staff members from SCAT funded 
	���������	������!+���!���������������������������������
February 2014 from the SA Law School after a two year 
training course. 

After many years,  the Nelspoort Advice and 
��6��	"%�����*������������	�����������	���	����"�	���'�
That is testament to people’s tenacity and “never die” 
attitude. 

And that is why I do what I do....

Colleen Alexander Julies

Past Staff Birthday reflection: 
���	+���6���	���������������6�!�	�������	6�����������+��+�����!����	6���6����!�������6�����=�@�������������+������
edge developmental community grant maker. The passion and commitment of volunteers in the LDAs and in 
the committees contributed to the success of the LDAs. The resilience of people in the communities who worked 
in the LDAs with limited resources and yet remained committed throughout the life of the organisations also 
contributed towards the sustainability of the LDAs. 

Linda Diedericks 
#��������������������	�$%&�'���"�(���������)���������������*

 I believe if you invest 
in individuals you invest 
in communities and the 
development of our country 
as a whole.”
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The SCAT model of community development 
The term “model” suggests that some concerted theoretical work has been done to 
fashion a testable modus operandi@�
+����������!����{����!��"��������������������	�
����!��=�	���'���������#����������%	!�������
	���	��	����!�%�������%�@�
+���	%�
��������	���������!�"���%�������#������������!@�������������6����	����!������	��	%��

	��	��!����%�'��+�������	������@���	+��@�����������	�����!����%�����6����!��������
coherency, and seem to have worked quite well - though patience is required and 
success is rather hard to measure.

If there is a theory, it is the theory that the main problem 
of poor communities is not poverty, but organisation. 
So the SCAT model suggests to communities that their 
path forward is the path of organising (the verb). The 
organisation (the noun) may be very simple, but it 
provides its members with the structure within which 
purposeful action can take place.

Certainly, SCAT learned early on that mere money was 
not the solution. Indeed, money often created more 
problems than it solved, where money was scarce.

One way of describing the forming and maintenance 
of an organisation is “institution-building”. This 
buzz word gave SCAT some important insights. Poor 
communities tend to have few and weak institutions; 
wealthy communities by contrast are rich in institutions. 
The building of institutions in poor communities soon 
became the focus of SCAT’s work and an important 
theme of the model. The model calls for a very rigorous 
and single-minded focus on institution-building - and 
it doesn’t really matter too much what the institution 
does, as long as it does something. In fact most of 
����:��"��������������!��������"����������	*�����@������
moved on to broader community work. 

We called these little institutions LDAs. The term 
captures some key themes: they are local (and not 
grandiose); they are for development; and they are 
agencies of the communities they serve. In the LDAs, 
local people learned, often as complete beginners, 
�	���	��	�{��	�������������	%%������	�����=����	���	�
plan and budget; how to account for monies spent; 
how to allocate resources; how to negotiate; how to 
lobby. This knowledge will pass to new generations 
and enrich them.

Active citizenship is what the SCAT model calls for 
in poor communities. Active citizens mould their own 
future; the rural poor are not to be merely passive 
takers of government-sponsored development. It was 
called bottom-up development, as against the top-down 
variety. The SCAT model really embraces that. Through 
the Local Development Agencies, communities tackle the 
problems most important to them, in their own way and 
at their own pace. Of course it is a slow process.

We found a remarkable aptitude for the model in so 
many poor communities. The committee members 
��!����#����=����		{�����+�+������������	������!�'��	�
passive “client” relationship for them; no waiting for a 
benevolent government to smile upon them one day; 
no dependency syndrome. 

The opposite of dependency is self-reliance. How 
seldom we hear this old war cry today! Today, the 
government must give us this and the government 
must give us that.  But we found that Local 
Development Agencies were very ready to embrace 
self-reliance when challenged to do so. 

The Fundraising Incentive Scheme was remarkably 
successful in promoting local fundraising (and 
therefore self-reliance) in poor communities which 
had little money. But what they had they gave, and 
the Scheme started to bring in a meaningful share of 
income for the Local Development Agencies. People 
learned the skills of fundraising, event management, 
accounting - and connected vitally with their own 
communities.

What is the Fundraising Incentive 
Scheme?

SCAT rewards LDAs by paying them R5 for every 
R1 they raise through local community events, 
which include: carnivals, dances, competitions, 
sport tournaments and food or clothing sales.
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Rather late in the day came the realisation that every 
community has valuable assets, not only liabilities 
(or problems). When a community focuses on its 
liabilities, the future may appear to be hopeless. But 
the community’s assets, when listed and harnessed, 
are pretty impressive too. The community “balance 
sheet” is small but it has hidden reserves - draw those 
out and all kinds of potential is revealed.

What is SCAT’s role in the SCAT model, then if the Local 
Development Agencies do all the work? Firstly, SCAT is 
�����+��	!����	������!���������%	!�������!��������������{�
is to teach its potentialities to people. ‘We never found 
this part difficult, it was good common sense.’ Then 
of course there has to be some elementary training 
in committee procedure, basic bookkeeping, budgets, 
reporting, para-legal work, and so forth. 

�����	���	��!6��	���	%�������'��	�����������!�	�{����
are expected to be silent much of the time, when 
visiting the committees, but their experience is 
valuable and sought after. A nudge here and a nudge 
there is often the best approach. The committee has 
�	�
���
����	�+����	���=�����6��#��������������!�	�{���
has gone home.

And yes, SCAT is also a grant-maker because the 
Local Development Agencies can make outstandingly 
productive use of even small sums of money. This can 
speed everything up - but too much money is worse 
than none at all.

������#@����������!�	�{����!	���6���	�{��"���������	��
the progress of each Local Development Agency, and 
�����6����	������	%���%��������!�	�����������+������	=��
course.

It is a side-issue here, but SCAT has placed its focus on 
rural communities because that is where there is the 
���������!����������!�6��	"%������������+��	��'��	������
����!�	�{�����"��!������+��#�������"����	���������6���
in cars travelling to remote parts of the country.

There it is, the SCAT model in a few apt phrases: 
Organising poor rural communities, institution-
bui ld ing ,  act ive  c i t izenship ,  se l f - re l iance, 
��������	
��������	�������
�������
���
	���
�������
the Local Development Agencies.

In today’s South Africa, we have the priceless 
benefits of the Rule of Law (supported by a modern 
constitution) and a multi-layered democracy. The 
explosion of violent and destructive protests in many 
townships in recent years suggests that these are not 
enough. Perhaps we need a third element: that active 
citizenship referred to early on, whereby communities 
��{��+"����������+���������	�������!���!��=�����6����#@�
and make good things happen. Local Development 
Agency is a name for that. Supported by SCAT, Local 
Development Agencies have a long list of battles won 
through their methods including para-legal work, 
lobbying, and careful planning. The SCAT model 
needs to be spread further and wider and the local 
institutions need to be supported and trained - that’s 
what we need now.

+�����������

Certainly, SCAT learned early on that mere money was not 
the solution. Indeed, money often created more problems 
than it solved, where money was scarce.

Gordon Young

SCAT’S ROLE IN THE MODEL 
OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

SCAT is the custodian of ideas

SCAT shows the communities 
their potentialities

SCAT provides training

SCAT provides advice

SCAT is a grant maker

SCAT provides oversight to LDAs
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ProgrammeS manager’s report 
The Programmes department carries overall responsibility for the implementation of 
SCAT’s support programmes to funded partner organisations in 4 of South Africa’s 
9 provinces, namely the Eastern Cape, Free State, Northern Cape and Western Cape. 
��!����������!�����"�	���	���%%���Q������@���������!�@�$����=��%�%
���@�������	��
����!��	�{������!�J�����!��	�{���%�{��+"�������	���%%�����%'

�+�����������J$�����������#���������!��
+���!����	����
of R2.4m to 35 LDAs in the form of Core Grants, FRIS 
and DFT claims. This ensured that these LDAs are able 
to keep their doors open and provide much needed 
paralegal services and assistance to more than a 1 000 
community members.

The chart below is a graphic presentation of SCAT 
grant funding support for the year.

���������!��	�{�����	�!+���	�����������!��+""	�����!�
%���	������	����=����!������	%%������%�%
���'�

���������!��	�{�����	�!+���!�JJ��	�������6������!+�����
2014.

These visits are used to provide on-site capacity 

+��!�����	����=����!��	%%������%�%
���@�	��	��+"�
on and reinforce the skills and knowledge acquired 
in the various cluster workshops, as well as to 
monitor the performance of LDAs against agreed 
upon plans, ensuring compliance with SCAT’s funding 
requirements. 

The programmes team is delighted by the impact of the 
institutional capacity building workshops conducted 
in 2014. In total 12 workshops were conducted for 
248 staff and committee members. The workshops 
covered topics ranging from the ABCD approach, 
to youth enterprise development, partnerships 
and collaborations, project management, financial 
%�����%���@��=�����6���	6����������!�		!����+���#'�

During 2012 and 2013, SCAT introduced and piloted an 
����!�6��	"%����%	!������������������������������!�
into three main categories, namely Established, 
Developing and Emerging LDAs. 

During 2014 this model was rolled out in the Eastern 
Cape and Western Cape. As a result, 14 LDAs were 
�!�������!����X���
�����!��������!��������"�������!�
to mentor and support emerging and developing 
LDAs in their respective localities. In the Western 
Cape 5 Established LDAs conducted 3 regional cluster 
workshops in life skills and financial management, 
reaching 66 youths.

ON-SITE VISITS IN 2014

Core Grants FRIS

Food SecurityDFT

56%

18%

23%

2%

CHARACTERistics  of an established LDA

in its established phase an lda should be:

More reliant on its own funding 
than SCAT grants

Ready to do joint programme fundraisers 
as an NPO partner with SCAT

A key player in local community 
development

Capacitated to become a mentor 
to emerging LDAs
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The Established LDAs also played a key role in 
assisting SCAT in the coordination of ‘Entrepreneurial 
Information’ awareness sessions where 321 community 
members were given information on entrepreneurship 
and how to start their own businesses. Two of the 
Established LDAs in the Eastern Cape have taken on 
the role of mentoring and championing the roll out of 
the ‘Asset Based Community Development Approach’ 
in their respective localities. SCAT is delighted by the 
progress it is making with this model and is looking at 
expanding this model into the Northern Cape and the 
Free State in 2015.

In 2014, LDAs were able to form partnerships with 
various government departments impacting on job 
creation and their own sustainability. For example, 
the Adelaide advice office was able to create jobs for 
120 rural community members by partnering with the 
Department of Public Works. In return, the Department 
of Public Works is paying the LDA a project management 
fee. The Port St John office has also entered into an 
arrangement with the Department of Public Works, 
creating 50 job opportunities in their community.

Another success story is the Piggery project in Tyinirha 
which has generated an income of R12 000. This 
income is used to cover operational, management 
and maintenance costs of the project. In the Western 
��"�@������������!6����	*�������!������	6����J�������

in FRIS claims and used the money to acquire land to 

+��!�������	���	*����	�'�����Q�'�����������!6����	*���
continues to play a critical role in terms of mentoring 
and has facilitated the establishment of 72 credit and 
savings schemes in the area. Through these schemes 
individuals are able to access credit and save much 
needed money for themselves and their households.

The Inter-church Local Development Agency (ILDA) 
has become the champion and advocate of the ABCD 
approach in the Eastern Cape. With the assistance of 
the Elamanzi and Ikhala Trust, they are working hard 
to equip poor communities with the ability to improve 
their livelihoods. Of further mention is how LDAs have 
played an advocacy role and taken SASSA issues on 
on-behalf of their communities with great success. The 
Nababeep advice office has signed a Memorandum 
of agreement with the Garden of Hope gardeners, 
formalising how they work together in setting up a 
demonstration garden and service center. This center 
will allow them to have a plant sales outlet catering for 
neighbouring villages and the ability to host workshops 
and gardening demonstrations.

The team is very encouraged by the success and 
achievements of SCAT’s partner organisations. 
SCAT looks forward to what 2015 holds for partner 
organisations and their respective communities. If 
what has been achieved during 2014 is something to 
go by, then there is a lot of promise for 2015 for our 
communities. It must be acknowledged though that 
2014 has been a very challenging year. 

With this in mind I will not be doing any justice if I do 
not acknowledge my team who worked tirelessly during 
2014, even working over week-ends in order to make 
sure that SCAT delivered on targets and goals. There is 
still much to be accomplished but I believe that what we 
have done this year has gone a far way in making life 
better for all.

Seth S Tladi

No. of LDAs

No. of Established 
LDAs

As a result several LDAs were 
able to form partnerships 
with various government 
departments towards job 
creation and their  
own sustainability.

Seth S Tladi
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FIELD WORKER’S REFLECTIONS
 Working for SCAT has given me time to interact with a number of projects in the 
Eastern Cape to exchange ideas and knowledge. 

The ability of paralegals to work for many years with 
inadequate financial incentives and no job security 
advocating for access to justice in the advice office 
sector needs urgent attention.  As much as we 
appreciate their resilience, we must also highlight a 
need to prioritise their plight in the national agenda.   
A great number of paralegals in the community based 
�!6����	*���������	���	��	�������%��������	+����"���#�
and then have to join long queues at the South African 
Social Security Agency where they access a meagre 
social grant from the state.  However, this has not 
stopped many volunteers joining this sector, where 
they do the unthinkable, working in a sector where 
there is no job security, no awards and recognition.  

�����6������!6����	*�����@��������� �̂	�{����������%+����+!���
from all walks of life, with one thing in mind, a great 
need for relief from their socio-economic plight.  In 
certain instances I would sit there, observe, discover 
and be amazed as I began to realise what is reported 
to the advice offices and what they are also facing 
on a daily basis in households.    Paralegals use their 
knowledge and energy every day, emancipating people 
from the shackles of the vicious cycles of poverty, but 
when they go back home, they face the same poverty 
and enter the same vicious cycle of poverty. Where do 
they get the power, ability and strength to continue 
every day knowing that they will not be paid a cent?  
The recognition of paralegals by the State could have 
bountiful rewards for the paralegals.  

���������=�	����	��	������������������������""�������!@�
but more work must be done to address this 
concern.  The contribution of the paralegals in various 
households in the Eastern Cape is measurable because 
each case unlocks and contributes money to the 
household.  They bridge the gap between the office 
of public protector and the citizens who have been 
denied access to justice by our inadequate system of 
governance and administration.  

Secondly, in my interaction with LDAs, I have discovered 
that people know what to do to address their day to 
day challenges.  In most instances, they simply lack the 
resources and know-how, especially when it comes to 
����������%�����%������!������������{����'������������
many registered NPOs and cooperatives but not many 
of them have mentoring programmes.

Money is not the ultimate problem, but how to 
access and manage money is a big issue.  The ability 
to manage projects is generally one of the biggest 
challenges that cripple projects in their inception.  As 
I have engaged with different communities, I have 
discovered that there are many NPOs, however there 
is limited concrete support that can aid in ensuring 
that they realise their vision and mission.  The SCAT 
mentoring and support service is able to demonstrate 
how these challenges can be addressed with minimal 
resources. 

It amazes me how a small 
grant from SCAT can be 
able to create a dent to 
the cycle of poverty and 
����������������	
��
to entire community.
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Secondly, in my interaction with local development 
agencies I have discovered that people know what 
to do to address their day to day challenges. In 
most instances they lack resources and know-how 
��"������#����������	%����	�����������%�����%������!�
technical skills. There are many registered npos and 
cooperatives but less mentoring programmes to the 
registered entities. 

Money is not a problem but how to access and manage 
money is a big problem. The ability to manage projects 
is one of the biggest challenges that cripple projects 
in its inception. As I engage with many communities 
I discovered that there are many registered entities 
but there is no concrete support that will ensure 
that these entities realize their vision and mission. 
The SCAT mentoring and support service was able to 
demonstrate how these challenges can be addressed 
with minimal resources. 

Almost all projects are started without external 
assistance, community gather and contribute money, 
chairs, airtime and everything that is needed by the 
project. Surprisingly, when funding is received from 
external sources the culture of local fundraising 
diminishes. The focus is shifted towards the 
external funding and the power of local fundraising 
is disregarded. And SCAT fundraising strategy 
acknowledges this gaps and rewards projects that 
value local fundraising activities in their locality as a 
part of their global fundraising strategy. 

And unfortunately money is not always a solution to 
their challenges but in certain instances it is a cause 
	��	� �̂���'���������"����������	���������%�@����	+����
and energy are invested on helping others and 
���+������������������������	%���	������!6����	*�����
they access excellent services and this time outweigh 
the time used for fundraising and sustainability of the 
organisation. The amount of work that is done around 
service delivery to the clients is applauded and it is 
always important to ensure that safe space and time 
is created for financial stability of the organisation 
because without money everything would come to 
stand still. Unfortunately paralegals and volunteers 
are overwhelmed with the extent of the problems and 
number of cases reported and loose sight of the need 
to ensure that resources are mobilise and some one is 
taking care of the personnel.

SCAT fundraising strategy 
acknowledges these gaps and 

rewards projects that value 
local fundraising activities in 

their locality as a part of their 
global fundraising strategy.

FIELDWORKER’S ROLE

 � ������������	�{��	"���	���+�"����=���	%�"�������
organisations with skills and knowledge.

 � Mediate between partners and 
government departments.

 � Create leaders within organisations.

 � Ensure that LDAs comply with 
both SCAT funding requirements 
and current NPO legislation.

 � Facilitate the brokering of networks 
and partnerships, and the leveraging 
	��������������	+����'
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EASTERN 
CAPE 86

FREE
STATE 3

NORTH 
WEST 1

KWAZULU
NATAL 6

NORTHERN
CAPE 35

WESTERN
CAPE 109

2014 Programme Summary
�����J$������������	+������!��	�{������	�"�	6�!�!��+""	�����!�%���	������������	�%�	���"����#�
+��!�����	�{��	"����!�
	�����������!�%���	������	�35 funded LDAs in the 4 provinces. In addition to the support and mentoring provided by the 
Programmes team, SCAT provides funding support to these LDAs in the form of monthly or quarterly Core Grants to cover 
operational and management costs, a Fundraising Incentive Scheme (FRIS) aimed at encouraging local philanthropy and 
a Development Fund for Training (DFT) for internal capacity building programmes and target communities.

SCAT’s support to partner organisations is three-fold, namely: Grant funding, on-site field support and mentoring 
and institutional capacity building in the form of regional or provincial cluster workshops.

scat facts

94%

R104

separate community 
development 

projects throughout 
South Africa

FUNDED
	��������6��+��+������!�
audits and are compliant 
with NPO legislation, making 
them accountable and 

transparent civil society 
organisations.

)���������?=<������������
spent on grants and capacity 

����������*

In the last 10 years 
SCAT has RAISED

46

million

Over the last 10 years SCAT has funded 
and capacitated and mentored

515 LDAs with an average of 
1,000 ��������	
��� per community 
����������������������������
lives of over 
515,000 people 
and indirectly to 
2,575,000 people.

SCAT has raised R49,8million 
of which R23,9million was spent 
on grants and capacity development.

'(����������R753,363 
�������	�����������
a further R3,766,816 
to these community projects.

In the last 5 years...
Assisted LDA’s 
from 1984-2014
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ATAMELANG COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATION 
Atamelang, situated in the Free State, initiated an after school care programme in 2013 
where they work with 93 learners to date, from grades 4 to 7. 

This programme provides homework support which 
mainly teaches learners mathematics and English, 
sports coaching such as soccer, cricket and basketball 
as well as life skills orientation. With the increased 
number of learners and the interest of the parents 
%	���6	�+���������%���	�	=������������6����'����%������
has recruited more volunteers with 3 of them being ex-
teachers who have not been working for a number of 
years, Mr Mongana, Mr. Dichabe and Mr. Madibo. They 
were deeply humbled to be allowed to be part of this 
programme as they say this is like a second chance for 
them. They are proud that their skills and knowledge are 
being put to use for the upliftment of their community. 
What is important is that they have skills that can 
help to develop their community that they would like 
to share. This programme has made a remarkable 
contribution to the improvement of these learners’ 
lives. Their mathematics results have improved from 
50.8% to 83.3% by December 2014. They are involved 
in local sports tournaments and are examples to other 
young people in this community. 

The teachers are making preparations to initiate an 
Adult Education programme for young adults who did 
�	����������������		�'

�����#��������"�����"���	=���!�Q��Q	�����@���	�����
been out of a job for 8 years, a 4 day maths teaching 
temporal position at the local primary school, Mr 
Mongane says this responsibility has changed his life 
and restored his dignity. 

Mnquma Community Development Project

�����������%��%�����������Q�#	���������Q�#	����	*��@�
is a day that the members of the community will never 
forget. The community members have previously been 
+�!��%���!�
#�����	*������	����!+����!:�"�	"�����!������
resulted in them feeling small and scared to speak to 
those who are educated. However when SCAT entered 
into a relationship with the community members, 
who never believed it would be possible to sit in a 

meeting with an “official woman” from SCAT. When 
she told them that she would link them with the 
Mayor, it was like a dream come true. When the day 
came to meet with the Mayor, the LED manager and 
other stakeholders the community members were 
very reserved, but when the Mayor welcomed them 
warmly the mood quickly changed. One of the issues 
that the community members wanted to discuss was 
the access road to their community development 
project. The councillor of Ward 13 of the Mnquma Local 
Municipality explained to the Mayor that there was no 
access road that could assist and support this process 
of rural development and he urged the Municipality 
to act. The mayor interjected saying he would need to 
involve the municipal engineers who were dealing with 
infrastructure and road construction.

A fruitful meeting followed, with good results, where 
the community members had the opportunity to 
address matters related to their agricultural farming 
(poultry & pigs), as well as the infrastructure (roads). As 
a result of that meeting the community members were 
informed that their village was on the top of the list of 
roads to be done in the 2014/15 Municipality budget. 
Construction companies have visited the village and 
the community to look at the road for tendering 
purpose. 

We feel we are blessed to have partnered with SCAT who 
is playing a vital role in linking and brokering. Though 
we do not have education, we feel respected and our 
dignity is back. VIVA SCAT! VIVA!
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Northern Cape Food Garden Programme: 
Luvuyo Drop in Center 
The Northern Cape food garden 
programme in the past two years has been 
hindered by numerous factors from the 
harsh Namibian climate to local vandalism 
that has slowed down its progress. 

The gardeners have not given up on the programme 
as they have experienced the joy of having fresh 
vegetables in their back yards. They are working with 
the police, forming a community police forum and 
neighbourhood watch to reduce the scourge of crime. 

The Luvuyo Center garden was burgled and vandalized 
in January 2014 and left in a terrible state. SCAT 
contracted Christo Conradie, a local hydroponics 
gardener, to assist in fixing it, from fencing, putting 
up nets and the water system and providing technical 
support to the gardeners. This process has taken 
a long time as the weather and other factors were 
unfavourable. 

The garden is on the way to its former state, as 
they planted 1400 spinach seedlings which were 
transplanted in December and will be sold to the 
community as well as used in their soup kitchen. The 
gardeners are talking to the local Spar management 
trying to revive their contract of providing them with 
fresh vegetables regularly.

With the consistent encouragement and support from 
	+������!�	�{��@��������!������������������	�%��������@�
as the gardeners planted spinach, tomatoes, cucumber, 
lettuce and a variety of herbs. These vegetables will 
be sold to community members as well as being used 
in their soup kitchen. The gardeners are talking to the 
local Spar management trying to revive their contract of 
providing them with fresh vegetables regularly.

This project is progressing well in three of the four 
areas. To date over 200 community members have 
been capacitated to start and manage their own 
household food gardens, enabling them to grow their 
own vegetables from their 
own gardens, thus indirectly 
benef i t ing 800 or  more 
household members. 

BENEFITING

PEOPLE
800+
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The Cederberg Matzikama Aids Network 
The Cederberg Matzikama Aids Network (CMAN)  
in the Western Cape works with orphaned and vulnerable children. 

In 2013, CMAN’s management decided to build its 
	���	*���+���������+�!�������!����	+����	%%+���#�
fundraising and SCAT’s Fundraising Incentive Scheme. 
Thus far the total spend on the building project is 
R449,000 of which SCAT has contributed R389,000.

An additional R120 000 is still needed for the roof, 
��������!�^		�����	�����	*����	��	%"���������"�	<����
but fundraising has been quite a challenge in our 
community. 

CMAN is currently paying a landlord a monthly rental 
of R7 370. We will breathe a huge sigh of relief once the 
construction of our own building is completed as our 
	"�����	���
+!�����������!+��������������#���!���������
��
able to utilise the funds for direct project costs instead. 

Total cost: R569,000

SCAT  
contribution  

R389,000

R120,000 
still required

Cman’S OFFICES

None of this would have 
been possible without 
SCAT’s Fundraising 
Incentive Scheme”.
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2014 Financial Overview 
����:���������������+����	����J$���6����%����!����%	������"������	��������������"��	��
years in spite of scarce donor funding. 

Income and Expenditure

Initially a deficit of R1,5m was projected with less 
than half the donor funds expected still unsecured. 
Undeterred by the challenging conditions SCAT 
management, with the continued support of donors, 
and committed staff and board, remains determined 
and ensured that it was business as usual. During the 
course of the year, most of the expected funding was 
���+��!@��������%	�����'�%�������	%����!���!�������	�
just over R1m. This deficit was funded out of SCAT’s 
interest reserves.

Total expenditure for the period was R9.2m. with 62% 
of that going towards capacity building workshops, 
programme activities, and mentoring and support of our 
LDA partners. While 26% was paid out in Joint venture 
grants, the development fund for training and the SCAT 
�+�!���������������6������%�'�������#������%+����=�	���
SCAT has managed to keep costs considerably low, with 
support costs accounting for 12% of total costs. 

As can be seen from the figures there has been an 
increase in capacity building, and programme costs 
while grantmaking expenditure has decreased. 

Investments and Investment Income

The economic outlook has not improved, and the 
low interest rates have not helped much to grow 
��������6���%����'��	��6������	+��@��		!�����������
management and prudent investments through 
Ditikeni Investment Company as well as Vunani 
investments there has been positive growth in the 
value of our investments. Furthermore good planning 
and cashflow management, using shorter term 
investments with Nedbank ensured that interest and 
dividend income accounts for 9% of Total Income. 

Financial Management

Financial management in the organisation remains the 
responsibility of Management. SCAT has good record 
{��"���@���!������������	���	�����!��#���%�����"����@�
and these are kept in check by a quarterly internal 
audit conducted by CMDS management services. 
������������	��������!�������	��������������"	���
����#�
in the organisation. 

This has ensured that SCAT’s external audit reports are 
�	���������#�+��+������!'

SUPPORT 
COSTS
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PROGRAMME COSTS

62%

GRANTS
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scat income and expenditure
Year ending 31st December 2014

Detailed income statement 2014 2013
Revenue ZAR ZAR

Funder Income 7 228 916 9 909 293

Other income

Dividend Revenue 480 236 365 782

Interest Received 320 558 416 827

Sundry Income 163 331 126 048

964 125 908 657

Operating Expenses

Governance, Communications and Finance 1135957.8 1 532 778

Programme Costs 2 732 360 3 228 634

Capacity Building 2 976 317 3 008 193

6 844 635 7 769 605

Grants

 Core Grants 1 363 607 2 266 215

 Development Fund for Training 51 319 261 416

 Development Fund for Training HIV/AIDS 0 0

 Fundraising Incentive Scheme 564 730 657 903

 Food Security 441 360 257 401

 HIV/AIDS Activators 0 0

2 421 016 3 442 935

Surplus/Deficit for the period (1 072 610) (394 590)

from 1984 to 2014
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30 Year Birthday Wishes 

We wish SCAT more many 
years by dedicating its time 

in development of the 
�������
������	���"��	�������

the economy of this country 
for marginalised groups

Port St Johns LDA Staff

Best wishes to SCAT for 30 years of service to community organisations. 
Thank you for your contribution to Cederberg Matzikama Aids Network 

over the years and for what you mean to us. Our HIV and AIDS programme 
was funded by SCAT from the onset and the programme is still very active. 

Approximately 300 food parcels are donated to people infected and 
����	
������
���#$%������&�$������
����'����������
�������(���)*�����
��
and 40 children. Through the SCAT Fundraising Incentive Scheme (FRIS) 
we were able to purchase a piece of land and are currently constructing 

�����������(��������"��	��/�����1���������&�5�����
��������'��1&

Christiann Oerson

$
��������������
���������
�������	
����
the work done by SCAT. SCAT is a very 
good organisation that keeps all its 

�������������
���
��������	������&�$
����
also a very reliable force that cares for 

the poor and vulnerable. SCAT’s slogan is 
seen by all through its work and training 

programmes. SCAT really changes the 
lives of our communities and we fully put 
our trust in SCAT. We therefore wish the 

organisation many more fruitful, powerful 
and prosperous years to come. Long live 

the spirit of Social Change Assistance Trust.

Leeu Gamka Community Gardens

It is all good and well for an organisation to be in existence for 30 years but, to mentor and 
support community based organisations from zero to success is quite an achievement and we 

believe that this was only possible through the continued leadership and professionalism of SCAT. 
We are so thankful for your support and encouragement and we hope that we will continue 
to be a part of the SCAT group. While we are still relatively new we are already experiencing 
the impact of SCAT and the importance of what it means to be a part of this organisation.

������������������������

Entlango Co-operative congratulates SCAT 
on its 30 year Anniversary. Thank you for your 
��
�����������
�����������	����������������

in our communities.

Entlango Primary Agricultural Cooperative

��������(��(�
����������������	���"��	��'��'�������1��
to wish SCAT a happy anniversary and successful 

future ahead. We trust that this organisation 
will grow to support many more marginalized 

communities such as ours. Your assistance is truly 
valued and appreciated. May goodness and favour 
be with you as you move forward on your journey.

����	�����������������
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Social Change 
Assistance Trust (SCAT)

@ScatRural

We at SCAT have committed ourselves to a mandate 
of rural development. 

Our model has been embraced by the community 
and represents a sustainable solution to rural 
partnership building, through mentorship and 
capacitation.

To achieve what is needed, SCAT requests support 
from all sectors to establish roots of change in 
many more corners of our beautiful country, setting 
vulnerable communities up for a prosperous future. 

We invite you to visit one of our Local Development 
Agencies and see the life-changing opportunities for 
yourself. SCAT welcomes donations of time, goods 

������
�	�
��
�����
�	��������������	��
�������
���
and sustainable communities in rural South Africa.  

Follow SCAT’s journey on Twitter and Facebook, or 
email us on info@scat.org.za for more information 
on how to get involved.
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V i e w  t h i s  r e p o r t  o n l i n e :  w w w . s c a t . o r g . z a

����+ 27 21 - 418 2575 |�*�+��+ 27 21 - 418 6850 | /#8���� info@scat.org.za

������� 4 Loop Street | The Studios | Suite 708 | Cape Town | 8001

��%�	�:� T70/85 | ;<��:� 009-983NPO | <���:� 930013962 | �%��	
��� Nexia SAB&T 
| �		
����� Webber Wentzel Bowens | ���=�� Nedbank

w w w . s c a t . o r g . z a


